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We Ordered Too Much. Our Mistake Is Your Benefit. Save XXX%. 

Here’s the deal. We made a big mistake and ordered too much of our premium fat-

burning supplement XXXXX, and with our upcoming truck delivery this week, we’re not 

going to have enough room to store it all at our fulfillment center. 

Our mistake, your benefit. 

You see, because this inventory simply HAS to go to make room for our delivery, we’re 

blowing out XXXXX at $$$ $$$ a bottle today. (That’s a whopping XXX% OFF, only 

while supplies last.) Even more, because this email is going out to hundreds of 

thousands of our loyal subscribers and customers right now, I’d urge you to grab your 

XXX% OFF supply at the link below ASAP as this price won’t last long. (To make things 

fair, though, there is a 12-bottle maximum.) 

==> Get premium XXXXX at XXX% OFF (only $$$ per bottle while supplies last). 

Let me ask you a question: 

Are you one of the 1.9 BILLION people worldwide who are overweight, desperately 

wanting to trim off those unwanted, unattractive pounds? Even worse, did you know 

that research shows that 95% of people who go on diets will FAIL, and fail miserably? 

The numbers aren’t pretty, and with statistics like these, it almost seems that if you’re 

overweight today, you’re doomed to be overweight for life... 

Until now. 

You see, to solve any problem, you first have to identify the underlying reason that’s 

causing it all—then address the problem head on. And when it comes to your previously 

failed weight-loss efforts, today I’m here to tell you the REAL reason why so many have 

struggled to lose that unwanted flab over and over again: 

Simply put, modern foods keep you hungry while packing on the fat and 

sabotaging your metabolism. 

Industrial farming and soil depletion have created modern foods that are poor in the 

nutrients our bodies need to feel full and satisfied. Yet modern foods come packed with 

hidden sugars and empty calories that spike blood-sugar levels and pack on extra 



pounds. So while we briefly feel full after eating, our bodies remain hungry at a cellular 

level. 

This not only makes eating right and dieting nearly impossible. It causes unstoppable 

food cravings, and we give in, and this only pours more sugar and empty calories into 

our bodies. And it happens again... and again... and again to disrupt cortisol levels... 

which leads to even MORE weight gain. And after years of rollercoaster dieting, our 

metabolism slows down. Our “fat-burning furnace” gets colder. Our energy plummets... 

until eventually we give up and lose hope. 

Why torture ourselves hour after hour only to see the scale stay the same day after day? 

On the other hand, if we could somehow reduce blood sugar and cortisol levels while 

boosting metabolism, it’d be incredibly easy to incinerate stubborn fat, boost energy 

and obliterate weight-loss plateaus no matter what we eat. After all, it’s hard for modern 

foods to work against you when you’re always attacking the problem at the source, 

right? 

Well, I’ve got good news... scratch that, GREAT news... 

What I just described is exactly what our premium, all-natural fat-burning formula 

XXXXX was designed to do through its synergistic blend of highly effective research-

backed ingredients. 

Let’s quickly take a look at each: 

First up is an extremely powerful and highly specialized green coffee bean extract 

known as Svetol™. This proprietary Chlorogenic Acid (CGA) extract has been shown 

through research to reduce blood-sugar levels to prevent weight gain and food 

cravings. Secondly, CGA boosts metabolism to burn stored fat and boost energy. 

Just how incredibly powerful is CGA when it comes to burning fat and boosting energy? 

In a recent 30-person double-blind, randomized study, subjects supplementing with 90-

100 mg of CGA over 12 weeks lost an average of 11.9 pounds. Yes, you heard right, 

nearly 12 POUNDS—and something more incredible. Subjects also saw an average 

INCREASE in muscle mass by over 4% without any special exercise. 

Talk about fat-annihilating, energy-boosting results! 

Moreover, in a second landmark study, test subjects supplementing with 170 mg of CGA 

experienced a significant boost in metabolism and fat-burning. And they didn’t follow a 



special diet. They lost weight and felt renewed energy even though their diets included 

refined white bread, cream cheese, refined cereal products and sugary beverages. 

In other words, subjects ate what they liked and still lost weight and felt energized. 

Modern foods didn’t work against them because they were attacking weight loss at the 

source. Now that’s something to get excited about! 

The next ingredient in this super fat-blasting formula is Sensoril®™. As a form of the 

Ashwagandha herb so specialized that it’s been granted two U.S. patents, Sensoril initiates the 

fat-burning process by supporting normal healthy function of your body’s primary fat-regulating 

hormone. Sensoril has also been shown to reduce stress-related eating and weight gain by 

reducing cortisol levels by as much as 14%. 

Next in this blockbuster fat-blasting blend is a specialized green tea extract called EGCG. 

Published studies demonstrate the efficacy of EGCG in reducing body fat by increasing 

fat oxidation (fat burning) while preventing fat storage. EGCG also helps crush those 

between-meal food cravings to easily keep diets on track. 

The fourth ingredient in this powerhouse formula is TeaCrine™. As a bioactive version 

of an alkaloid found in Chinese kudingcha tea, TeaCrine works naturally with your 

body’s metabolism to give you more energy for longer, stronger workouts without the 

jitters, crash and habituation of caffeine. Trusted by top athletes to keep them at the top 

of their game, TeaCrine also helps improve mental focus. 

If that’s not enough, XXXXX adds one more key weight-loss supercharger to the mix 

called Bioperine®. As a nutrient amplifier sourced from black pepper, patented 

Bioperine fast-tracks weight loss by enhancing the absorption of dietary nutrients by 

30-60%! 

So what does all this mean to you? It means that with the help of these 5 researched-

backed premium ingredients, and their powerful fat-burning properties, you can 

consistently lower and control blood sugar and cortisol and boost metabolism. 

The end result? You burn more fat, control cravings, boost energy and blast through 

weight-loss plateaus like never before—all without the struggle, feeling like you’re 

“starving,” denying yourself the foods you love and suffering the all-too-common 

hunger pangs of traditional dieting. 

The fact is this: You can try dieting on your own, but that’s a painful, very unlikely path 

to the head-turning body that you truly desire. You’ve been there, done that. It didn’t 

work then, and it won’t work now. 



So what will make this time different? What will be the “game-changer” that writes a 

new story for you this time around? 

Simply put, you need help to overcome the strangling hold that hunger and cravings 

have on even your best intentions. We all need help. And that’s what XXXXX was 

scientifically created to do. In fact, here at the office, we call it “willpower in a bottle,” 

and for good reason. Losing fat is a heck of a lot easier and much more enjoyable with 

XXXXX than without it. 

To begin experiencing the premium fat-burning, energy-boosting and craving-

annihilating benefits of XXXXX for yourself, simply click on the special XXX% OFF link 

below (only available via this special VIP email) and select your money-saving package 

right now while we still have the inventory! 

==> Get premium XXXXX at XXX% OFF (only $$$ per bottle while supplies last). 

To your fat-loss success! 

XXXXX 


